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UNITED IN VICTORY

Miss Dorothy Thompson, the well-known journalist, addressing a luncheon

in aid of British War Relief at BiltMore Hotel, New York stated: ”It is tine,

I believe, to utter a warning* It is easier to be united in the face of

common disaster than in the face of common victory.

"There was a moment in the history of this war when it looked as though

the Nazis would swiftly stared triumphant upon the Atlantic. In that moment

Britain took upon herself, undefended and alone, the sole responsibility for

cur common civilisation, I recall that moment now lest comradeship created in

fear and common desperation be dissipated in the face of common victory. Had

we discovered comradeship early enough, had we devised in peace institutions to

embody and decure it forever, we would have been immeasurable suffering.

An Anglo-American world working for common defence and common prosperity would

have represented a power so invincible-no man, no nation would have dared

attempt to shake it.

"An alliance wherein we now find ourselves seems created by an inscrutable

destiny. China of Sun Yat Sen is of all the Asiatic nations one whose

institution has been leading to reconciliation with the west, The Soviet Union,

through all turmoil and terror of her great resolution, has been running on a

course of democratic history. Whatever we may think of the British Empire in

the past let us observe the inexorable evolution of the British Empire into the

Commonwealth of Free Nations and remember this evolution has occurred by no

chance of history but because of ideals implicit in the British constitution

and in a passion for self-government of Englishmen themselves. Whatever Britain

has done or failed to do through her Em pire she has carried a message of

political liberty throughout this earth.

■ "The world of the future, a world implicit in the great coalition of

the present, will never be created by governments alone. It must be created

by the revolutionary demands of peoples who insist that the twentieth century

shall find the forms implicit in reality. The great word of the eighteenth

century was independence, ‘out the great word of the twentieth century is no

longer independence but interdependence in freedom; interdependence of States

of the Union of Nations of the British Commonwealth or of separate republics

of Soviet Union, - *
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